
 soundtrack 
 
As a way to revisit the hero’s journey pattern, you will… 
 

1. Develop a compilation album (a CD or Playlist 10-15 tracks) that reflects the hero’s 
journey elements of the novel/memoir. You may choose A Separate Peace, Looking For 
Alaska, The Disreputable History of Frankie Landau Banks, Dead Poets Society, or your 
memoir. 
 

2. Design a cover for your album/playlist. You may draw, tech-draw, collage, or otherwise 
LEGALLY create a cover. Simply using a pre-existing image and putting some words on 
it is NOT designing a cover. 
 

3. Write liner notes that articulate the significance of each song and the cover you design. 
 

Pattern Elements 
• Plot should be mirrored in which scenes you choose for your various songs 

o 1 Track - Unusual Birth/Beginning 
o 2 Tracks -  The Call To Adventure & A Helper/Mentor Appears 
o 1 Track – the hero gets/discovers his talisman 
o 1 Track – the hero visits/crosses the threshold 
o 3-4 Tracks – the hero’s initiation/trials 
o 1 Track – the hero achieves a goal 
o 1 Track – the hero reconciles with an important figure 
o  1 Track – the hero returns home 

 
• Your liner notes should reflect (at some point) 

o The mood/tone of the scenes 
o Specific character references 
o Ironies in particular scenes 
o Imagery in particular scenes 
o Types of conflict in particular scenes 

 
• Your liner notes may also reflect symbol, subject and theme as you feel that’s 

appropriate 
 

• Your cover should reflect 
o A key symbol of the novel/memoir 
o One or more of the subjects/themes of the novel/memoir 
o The overall mood/tone of the novel/memoir 



 Liner Notes 
Liner notes are less popular than they once were, but musicians and directors still use them to 
communicate values and vision about their work.  Each of your track should have an 
accompanying section of liner notes that explains: 

! What the title of the song is and who the musicians are 
! What scene the song accompanies 
! Why the song is appropriate for that scene, based on literary elements (see below) 

 

Sample 
“It’s My Party and I’ll Cry if I Want To” by Lesley Gore 
Accompanies Miles’s going away party before moving to Culver Creek (exposition) 

 
This track reflects the situational irony of an awkward (mood) going away party when Miles is 
not particularly sad to leave.  In fact, no one cries at Miles’s party at all—and barely anyone 
comes.  The staying is what has made Miles the miserable, friendless, sarcastic person we first 
meet (characterization), and this personality is wholly overthrown by his encounters with 
Colonel, Alaska and Takumi later in the novel.    
 
 

Resources & Notes 
You may use  

! Visual/editing software appropriate to the task. 
! Soundcloud or other playlist-creation tools (Soundcloud is easy, free, and gives space for 

both liner notes AND the cover image) 
! Quotes from the book 

 
You may not use illegal music, even to listen to as an example. 
 

 
 

 


